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The University of Medical Sciences of Holguin (UCMHo) held this Friday

an emotional graduation ceremony an emotional graduation ceremony of

19 Doctors of Medicine from various from various geographic areas of

the world, including the Caribbean, Africa and islands of the

Caribbean, Africa and islands of the Pacific Ocean, and where several

family members participated. family members.

This ceremony, which was attended by the member of the Provincial of

the Provincial Party Bureau Bárbara Yaritza Díaz Ramírez and Migdalia

Moreno Gómez, of the Provincial Government, among other directors and

the UCMHo, was dedicated to the memory of Fidel Castro Ruz, historical

leader of the Cuban Revolution and promoter of the Cuban Revolution

and promoter in the creation of the Latin American School of Latin

American School of Medicine (ELAM).

As well as to the most universal Cuban José Martí on the 170th

anniversary of his birth, and to the Heroic Guerrilla Ernesto Che

Guevara, an example of internationalist doctor on the 95th anniversary

of his birth.

On this occasion, the Cuban Institute of Friendship with the Peoples

wanted to give special recognition to 12 graduates who stood out in

solidarity activities, which contributed to promote and maintain the

friendship between their countries and ours.

For their part, the students who graduated this Friday, July 21,

wanted to recognize professors who left a mark in their professional

and personal formation, among them, Dr. Galina Galcerán Chacón, Rector

of the UCMHo.

The University of Medical Sciences of Holguin also wanted to award the

graduates who stood out in an integral way and in different spheres

for which they were selected:

The best graduate in Teaching was Dr. Nikhat Nilofa Begg, from the

Republic of Fiji; In Culture Dr. Aisha Melany Zuwena Bang A Foe from

the Republic of Suriname was selected; Dr. Pio Nakubuwai of the

Republic of Fiji was the winner in the category of Sports.

The best graduate in the field of medicine was Dr. Robert Ishimwe of

the Republic of Rwanda, who also read the words on behalf of the

graduates.
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Dr. Galina Garcerán Chacón, Rector of the University of Medical

Sciences of Holguín, gave the central words of this ceremony, and

emphasized that they received these young adolescents and entrusted

them as well trained professionals and people.

He thanked them for having shared, and allowed them help them get

trained as professionals, and emphasized on the privilege of having

been formed in a country where health is accessible to the whole

population, free and always universal and internationalist.

She aslo urged them to continue with their scientific and teaching

improvement to achieve higher levels of quality in medical care for

the patient, the family and the community.

"We are sure that you will always have Cuba in a little piece of your

heart as it will remain in the heart of each one of the Cubans who as

it will remain in the heart of each one of the Cubans who accompanied

you on this road”, said the UCMHo Rector.

A very emotional moment was the delivery of SUMA CUM LAUDE Titles to
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six students for relevant results in the academic field, starting

today Doctors of Medicine: Dr. Aisha Melaney Zuwena Bang A Foe from

the Republic of Suriname, Dr. Nikhat Nilofa Begg from the Republic of

Fiji, and Dr. Phurpa Dorji from the Kingdom of Bhutan, Dr. Boris

Irakoze from Burundi, Dr. Robert Ishimwe from the Republic of Rwanda

and Dr. Ly Nguyen Hoang Bao, from Viet Nam.

The delivery of the titles of Doctors of Medicine to Dr. Aissatou

Diallo from the Republic of Guinea, Dr. Luti Garunu from the Solomon

Islands, and Dr. Sukeina Hamma Cori from the Saharawi Arab and

Democratic Republic also stood out.

Also to Dr. Jolecia Patricia Ann Harry from Antigua and Barbuda, Dr.

Anissa Hassani Ali Hadji from the Comoros Islands, Dr. Olga Huguette

Irakoze from Burundi, Dr. Ro Miriama Tokalaulala Fay Cama Korovusere

from the Republic of Fiji, Dr. Jennifer Nahimo Matavesi from the

Republic of Fiji, Dr. Pio Nakubuwai from the Republic of Fiji, Dr.

Cliff-Ann Junisa Akelia Roach from Barbados, Dr. Sera Coriakula Tamani

from the Republic of Fiji, Dr. Adi Elenca Talei Tasmania May Tawakevou

from the Republic of Fiji, and Dr. Moeketsi Albert Tlali from Lesotho.

This graduation is another contribution from Cuba to the world, a

country of small geographical dimensions but a great trainer of

professionals, above the so-called Third World, and in this case,

young people ready to give Health as they were taught, first at the

Latin American School of Medicine in Havana, and then in their second

home, -as they themselves affirm-, at the University of Medical

Sciences of Holguín.
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